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THE ULTIMATE ANSWER TO THE 
ULTIMATE PROBLEM... 
OF HOW TO GO TO THE TOILET IN A 
FORCE 10 GALE ON A YACHT. 
This problem invariably occurs whilst you are perched at the 
stern end of the cockpit, fully clothed in a large waterproof 
jacket; a harness and at least three jumpers, all of which will be 
obstructing the necessary removal of your pair of waterproof 

dungarees. Thus before you have begun to solve the problem the 
sheer mental puzzle of how to remove your outer clothing has 
already exhasted you. 

The whole expedition to the heads must be planned. The first 
question that has to be answered is whether one really needs to 
go at this precise moment, or whether it can be left a little longer. 

If the answer, after some thought, is positive, immediate action 

must be taken; stay calm; the expedition to the loo may seem 
impossible when the yacht is heeled at 45 degrees to the vertical 

and you feel like you are riding on a rollercoaster, but remember 
that most things are possible if they are taken slowly and 
sensibly. 

The expedition will be much easier if it is split into several 
sections, a rest may be taken after each section to avoid 
exhaustion. The first major challenge is to get yourself from the 
stern of the cockpit to the hatch. Do not pull yourself up by the 
tiller or the wheel because the boat will go about, there will be 

total panic and someone may fall overboard. Be sensible and 
hold onto a solid object. Do not prop yourself up whilst going 
over a ten foot wave, using another person. They will not 

appreciate it. 

If you get safely to the hatchway; well done, stage one has been 
completed. Unfortunately stage two is somewhat more 

dangerous than stage one. Stage two involves you getting 
yourself down several steep steps. It is preferable to land on your 
feet, because as most people know, this is what they are designed 
for. Lower yourself carefully into the hatchway making sure that 
you are not going to land on anything slippery. This stage may 
seem a little slow and tedious and you may be inclined to just 
hurl yourself head first down the hatch to save ume, but be 

assured it is worth the time because not many people will enjoy 
scraping your remains off the deck. 

Assuming that all went well with stage two, stage three may now 
be attempted. Remember though that as soon as your head is 
below deck chronic nausea will set in and may make the mission 
impossible. Stage three involves getting yourself to the nearest 

bunk and removing your outer clothing. So long as you rock and 
pitch as the boat does, your balance is secure. Unfortunately 
yachts do not move in a regular rythmm, so your balance is 
pretty much in danger. 
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Grab anything solid whilst your body is in the vertical standing position to avoid ending up in the horizontal lying down position. 
Work your way slowly to the nearest bunk and sit on it. It is advisable and suitable to have a short rest at this point unless, of course, 
you are desperate to gel to the heads. 

Most people seem to agree that it is best to remove your outer clothing in the reverse order that you put them on. This invioves 
removing the harness first so that you can remove the jacket. After the jacket has been removed the several layers of jumpers must be 
removed. Do not mush this stage or all the jumpers, jacket and harness will get tangled together. Work firmly and methodically until all 
the outer layers have been removed and you are left freezing in your waterproof dungarees. Stagger slowly to the door of the heads. 

Opening the door is the next problem. No doubt the last person will have slammed the door in a fury whilst trying to close it quietly. If 

the door will not open with gently tugging and twisting of the handle, kick it hard and swear at it until it does open. Be careful not to 
pull the handle off or you will never get out again. 

When you are at last inside, slam the door shut and lock it to avoid embarrassment when it swings open. After much trial and error you 
will find that you need two hands to pull down your waterproof dungarees. As most people can deduce, this leaves no hands to hold on 
with. The dungarees will invariably be too small and will take some tugging to remove. The solution is to jam your head against the 

door and put your feet firmly in the locker near the floor on the other side. This is not a very safe position because when the yacht 
rocks sideways your head will be dislodged from the door and when it rocks back again your head will be banged back against it. 
Severe bruising may result in concussion so this stage must be dealt with quickly. Having jammed yourself between the door and the 
locker and freed both hands , immediately begin to remove the dungarees and any other impeding garments. Do not be afraid to pull 
hard because speed is of the essence. Once removed, unjam yourself from that position and do your business on the toilet. Remember 
to hold on tightly; after all flying off the loo onto the wooden floor and out of the door is not much fun and could be embarrassing. 

You may think that the mission has now been completed:far from it. The next problem is to flush the heads. Which valves do you turn? 
Which lever moves up and down? Usually there will be some incomprehensible instructions on the door; ignore these. Use your 
common sense. Turn all the valves and move all the levers until something happens. When the bowl starts to overflow do not just stand 
and look at it and do not yell up to the rest of the crew that the yacht is sinking. Turn all the vaives back the other way (if you can 
remember which way you turned them in the first place) and pump the most important looking lever. Keep pumping until the bowl is 

empty or exhaustion sets in. Depart from the heads quickly. 

Try to close the door quietly, this will be impossible. Slam the door hard and kick it. Replace your outer clothing in the correct order 
and get up on deck quickly. After this exhausting ordeal make sure of getting the best place on deck; the best place is always where 
you can avoid doing any work. This whole process should not be undertaken more than three times a day; in fact itis probably much 
easier to go over the side! 

The above was written by a pupil of Crofton School as a composition exercise. I think that it is delightful and thought you might 
appreciate it. But I think that one important stage has been omitted, I find pulling up the knickers, trousers and dungarees at an 
outrageous angle probably the most difficult part of the whole operation. I find mind over matter a great help in such circumstances, 
eliminating the need for the visit in the first place. 

ANCHORING - THE BASICS 

I was asked to write this article because it was claimed that many 
modern yachtsmen are not very good at anchoring. My 
observations bear out the claim. But why? Anchoring is not 
difficult. IF there is a reason it has a lot to do with unfamiliarity. 

In the old days - when I was young! - working boats and yachts 
were relatively large and unhandy in close quarters. They had 
also little or no auxilliary power and therefore had of necessity to 
use their ground tackle a great deal, not only to stay "put" but 
also to move. As a result a considerable amount of “know how” 
was taken for granted - almost all of it empiric. 

If uncertainty leads one to avoid anchoring and to use marinas as 

a matter of course, then a great deal is being lost. I love 

anchoring in quiet reaches of rivers, away from the crowds, 
usually with beautiful scenery and undisturbed wild-life. It’s 
easier than going into a Marina - no fenders, dock lines or 
springs to bother with and the money saved buys gin! These days 
it’s not unknown for Marinas to fill up in high season, whilst 
some cruising areas possess few if any marinas. 

BASICS 
I have some straight forward guidelines for safe and hassle free 
anchoring which also avoids unnecessary expense. However they 
are a little at variance with a lot of received wisdom so a quick 

look at some basics could be useful:- 

A) To develop its full holding power and anchor must be set (dug 

in). The heavier the anchor the heavier the cable required to 

generate the necessary setting force. 

B) A heavy anchor plus short or light cable is a waste of time, 
space and money. 

C) For an anchor to set, and hold in properly thereafter, the cable 
should pull in a horizontal direction. 

D) Cable, consisting mostly of chain, hanging in a deep catenary 
enlists gravity in acting as a shock absorber and helps prevent the 

yacht snubbing on its ground tackle. Chain has no elasticity so if 
it is pulled straight it has almost no ability to absorb dynamic 
(shock) loads. 

E) Given a suitable type and weight of anchor, holding power 
will be directly proportional to the weight of cable used. 

(Weight = length x size of cable). 

So, what sort of anchor and how much cable and weight is 
required to develop horizontal pull that will enable it to develop 

its full holding power. It is possible to calculate the load (pull) 
required to lift various lengths, sizes and weights of chain JUST 
off the bottom. This varies with depth of course. I think of this 
load as a "Critical Pull” because it defines the limit at which the 
horiziontal pull begins to be [ost (and the catenary starts to 

straighten.) By using suitable values of Critical Pull it is useful to 
assess the amounts of cable required in conjunction with anchors- 
suitable for the Shadow/Victoria range. The results of this 
approach are shown in the two graphs:- 
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GRAPH A 
Assuming all chain cable veered at 3 times the depth, the above 
graph shows clearly that the usual "3 times" rule is dangerously 

inadequate in shallow water very few text-books tell you this. 
Notice how pulls as low as 17kg (5/16" chain) and 24kg (3/8" 
chain) are sufficient to lift all the chain from the bottom in3 
metres depth. Notice also that the increased values for the 3/8” 
chain are proportional! to the increased weight (1.4kg/metre 5/16" 
chain and 1.97kg/metre 3/8” chain). 

OK, if 3 times depth is dodgy in shallow water, how much cable 
is required to achieve satisfactory values of Critical Pull and is it 

necessary to use all chain? 

If you look at Graph A again you will see that at around 14/15 

metres depth the Critical Pull values are approximately 80kg for 
5/16" and 105kg for 3/8". I know from experience that veering 3 
times the depth at around 15 metres does give reasonable results, 
so I've used these values to calculate the amount of cable 
required at various depths to achieve the Critical Pulls and show 
the results in the second graph below:- 

GRAPH B 
This graph also highlights the dramatic shallow water effect; 8 
times the depth is required for 5/16" chain to achieve a Critical 

Pull in 2 meres. 

AMOUNT OF CABLE TO VEER 
Look again at Graph B and note that the curve for 5/16" chain 
follows almost exactly the scopes equal for 3 times depth + 10 
metres. I suggest that this makes a good simple general rule. It 
might seem a little over the top for the 40 metres x 3/8" system 
but this will not gain the elasticity of warp until anchoring in 11 

metres and above, whereas warp is used from 3.4 metres and up 
in the 20 metre x 5/16" system. The 3 + 10 rule would give a 

critical pull of around 148 kgs for 3/8” chain in 10 metres of 
water and 118kgs at a depth of 5 metres. So veer 3 times the 
depth + 10 metres for quiet untroubled nights . 

Part 2 of this article giving advice on what sort of anchor to 
choose and practical advice on dropping anchor will appear in 
the next Edition. 

Article contributed by David Green 

"Charity Victoria 30” 
GRAPH B 
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GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR RIG FRANCES & VICTORIA 26 CUTTERS 
  

This article, hopefully the first of a 
series on tuning & using your Victoria, 
is based on 5 seasons of experience 
learning how to get SHIKARA to sail 
to her potential. 

Why did we choose a cutter in the first 
place? As a Victoria Marine 
employee, as well as owner, | must of 
course give a balanced, professional 

and unbiased opinion. They sail 
better, are more flexible & versatile, . 
easier to handle and, completely 
insignificantly of course, look prettier. 

The 26 Cutters have a mainsail area 
of about 170 sq ft., furling headsail of 
about 110 sq ft. and self tacking 
boomed staysail of about 80 sq ft. 
They are designed to carry this rig to 
windward in a steady 18 knots of 
apparent wind and will tolerate gusts 
up to 20/22 knots. This is made 
possible by the exceptional hull 
balance of the 26 which does not pick 
up weather helm as she heels. The 
Frances hull is designed to heel, one 
of the best heavy weather 
modifications is to fit streamlined 
stanchion bases. 

In light weather it is very easy to 
induce lee helm by over sheeting the 

headsails, conversely in heavy 
weather it is equally easy to induce 
weather helm by leaving the sheets 
too slack. The Frances (sloop or 
cutter) will sail itself to windward in 
almost any conditions providing the 
sails are set correctly. Despite my 
Boat Show blarney, they will not, 

however, sail themselves closer and 
faster than with a human on the helm. 
This ability should be exploited to 
establish the best sail setting for the 
prevailing conditions. The pracess is 
simple. Sheet the jib and mainsail so 
that the boat is perfectly balanced in 
the lulls and pointing 5-10 degrees too 
close in the puffs. Sheet the staysail 
so that it luffs first, nothing stops a 
cutter more effectively than an anchor 
or an oversheeted staysail, and sail 
her! Except of course when you are 
making coffee, etc when you can 
leave her to it. If you find that you are 
having to hold the boat up to the wind, 
ease the sheets. Conversely if 
weather helm exceeds two fingers’ 
worth, tighten the sheets. 

What do you reef first? - The most 
efficient sail on the boat is the jib, by 
efficient | mean maximum thrust for 
minimum heeling. For serious 

windward sailing, therefore, the jib 
should be left unrolled for as long as 
your nerve and helm balance will 
stand. As the mean wind speed 
passes through 20 knots apparent, it 
is a toss up whether the mainsail 
should be reefed or the staysail taken 
down. This largely depends on 
conditions, anticipated conditions and 
laziness. Anyway, at 25 knots 
apparent the Frances Cutter should 
be sailing under full jib, No staysail 

and single reefed main if you are 
taking things seriously, staysail and 
single reefed main if you are not. At 
28-30 knots, either the jib should be 
rolled to 50% area (rough water), the 
main double reefed (choppy) or the jib 
rolled completely and the staysail set 
(smooth water or wind forecast to 
increase). We have double reefed 
SHIKARA’s mainsail once to 
windward, not a frequent occurence in 

14000 miles of sailing. It is important 
to ensure that the resulting rig 
maintains weather helm except in the 
deepest lulls and adjust the sails to 
suit. 

Bob Hathaway



ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND LUNCHEON 

  

You will all by now have received the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting, so just a word on the social side. 
41 people sat down for lunch at the London Corinthian Sailing Club, overlooking the River Thames at 
Hammersmith. True to form we had all foregathered in the bar on arrival. The meal was good, good value at 
£10 per head plus a glass of wine; no complaints received, and the general view was that we should return there 
next year. It was a very informal and enjoyable event and I hope that we can inprove on numbers next year. 

  

  

  
VICTORIA MARINE NEWS 
  

| am sure that many of you will be wondering how Victoria 
Marine has fared over the past year, during the 
recession.It would be foolhardy to expect that a company 
making a luxury, and let’s face it non-essential product like 
a yacht, would have been unaffected. It was very fortunate 
at the beginning of the year that the Company had won the 
Ministry of Defence contract for the 15 Victoria 34 STC 
boats. Added to this were two further MOD contracts, one 
for major refurbishment and refit of 3 Nichofson 55's, and 
another to convert a Sigma 38 to Sail Training Craft 
Standards. This kept the Company busy until May-time, 
but then with only a few orders in the pipeline the painful 
but unavoidable had to happen, of laying off a number of 
the workforce, both office and boat-builder staff. 

Fortunately they have the repair business and the marina 
business alongside the boat-building functions and so with 
a reduced workforce the Company was able to remain 
viable, ready to rise again in due time. 

They began to notice a change just before the 
Southampton Boat Show. Enquiries became more 
frequent and more serious. They had a good Show and 
took several orders, which has started a continuing trend. 
The workforce is gradually being built up again, and 
although it may be sometime before it can be termed 
"booming", | have no doubt that the reputation of the boats 
will see them through to better times. 

Any of you that visited the Southampton Boat Show will 
have seen a Victoria Sea School boat, a Victoria 34 STC 
version. This is a new venture for the Company - at 
present there is one boat operating from Warsash, run by 
the School's Principal, Mr. John Franks. John is a qualified 
Yachtmaster Examiner (one of only 10 in the country 
appointed by the RYA) with long experience in sail training, 

training trainers etc. We hear from ’those who knows’ that 
he has a good reputation in the trade. It is planned that 
there will be a number of Centres operating all around the 
UK, loosely based on a francise system - all trading as 
Victoria Sea School (so if you want a new career, talk to 
James Boulton or Peter Gregory). There are already 2 
other locations of the Victoria Sea School:- 3 boats 
operating from the new Marina at Conwy, North Wales and 
1 from Dublin. Here this will join with a Frances 26 anda 
Victoria 30 currently used for chartering. The boats for 
these further locations are currently under construction. 

At Warsash from next year there will also be a Dinghy 
Sailing School, run by Tom Gregory (no relation to Peter), 
again a person with long experience in the field. 
Administration and booking for all facets of the Sea 
Schools will be centralised at Victoria Marine in Warsash. 

The personnel structure at Victoria Marine has changed 
over the past year. So that you will know who does what, 
the organisation chart shown below should be of 
assistance, 

WHO TO TALK TO ABOUT WHAT 

Robert Desty - Warranty, Boatyard Services, Berthing. 

Bob Hathaway - Technical Queries, Modifications 
and Suggestions. 

John Desty - Shadow Queries, Spare Parts. 

James Boulton - Buying your next new Victoria or Shadow. 

Tom Gregory - To talk about Sea School Courses. 

Peter Gregory - Buying your next fleet of Victorias 
or Shadows. 

Jo Ward - Sane & Sensible Conversation. 

PETER GREGORY 
CHAIRMAN/MD 
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ASSOCIATION RALLIES 1991 
  

3 Rallies were planned for the 1991 Summer Season. These were 
all with a bias towards the South Coast owners in the first year. 

7 boats came across to The Folly Inn, River Medina, Cowes on 

18 May,1991, but representing 10 members’ boats, with 3 boats 
carrying crew; Albertine, Osprey and Natterjack - Victoria 34s; 

Cracklin Rosie and Victoria of Lymington - Victoria 30s; Frances 
Josephine - Frances 26 and Shikara - Victoria 26. It was not good 
weather either in terms of sun or enough wind, but a good time 
was had by all. We ate in The Folly Inn after appropriate 

aperitifs, and then we were driven out of the pub by ill-advisedly 
choosing a table next to the live music position. We retired back 
to the boats where Alma and Melvyn Larkin were very kind with 
their hospitality aboard Osprey. 

The crewing system worked very well and is definitely worth 
repeating. 

We all dispersed on the Sunday after coffee aboard Victoria of 
Lymington, with slightly better winds giving a better sail home. 

The Rally arranged for St. Vaast did not take place due to lack of 
interest, Barrie Marson in Albertine did go over that weekend 

  

    

and reported as expected that no one, other than himself, put in 
an appearance. I hope that we can persuade some members to be 
more adventurous in future years. The last Rally took place on 
the weekend of 21 September, 1991, meeting at South Deep in 
Poole Harbour. 3 boats attended, Calva, Rubadubdub and 
Shikara, all 26s. The forecast for the weekend was for winds 4/5, 

gusting 6 and with hints of 7 on the Sunday so this may have 
deterred some owners. In fact, we had very good sails each day 
and unusually lady luck positively beamed on us by sending all 

the heavy wind and rain overnight. We all had disturbed nights as 
owners lay listening to a variety of boat clatters or were up - 

checking for anchor drag. Calva and Rubadubdub reported an 
‘intimate meeting’ in the small hours. But we awoke to a 
gloriously sunny morning. Again we all enjoyed the evening and 
morning hospitalies before setting off on a spirited sail home. 

On both of the Rallies attended one of the obvious pleasures, 
apart from meeting up with other members, was to look over 
other people’s boats and see what adaptations or gadgets may 
have been fitted. This interchange of ideas is most useful andI 
am sure that several owners went home with a list of good ideas 

to spend their time and money upon. 
  

TUNING UNDER SAIL 
It is very important for the person responsible for the boat, to 
check the mast at regular intervals, to ensure that it is kept 
straight while sailing, (as a keelstepped mast is fixed at deck and 
keelson level it is not possible to get it straight along its entire 

length. The aim of the tuning therefore is a mast with even 
curvature). This becomes even more important when sailing the 
yacht at its maximum sailing angle. When sailing in fast rough 
water, the mast should be checked regularly. The wind strength, 

during final tuning should be sufficient to cause the boat to heel 
over to about 20 degrees, 

1 Check tension in the cap shrouds. The lee-side cap shroud 
should not be seen to slacken until the angle of heel reaches 
about 20 degrees. Tensioning above the standard value should 
be carried out only with caution, and if one is certain of the 
strength and stiffness of the hull. 

2 Adjust the lower shrouds, on both tacks. so that the mast 

remains straight in the athwartships direction, all the way from the 
deck to the masthead. In the case of rigs with double lower 
shrouds, this adjustment should be made using the forward lower 

shrouds. The function of the after lower shrouds is to prevent the 
mast, in the region of the spreaders, moving too far forward. 

3 Trimming of intermediate shrouds, if fitted, should take place at 
the same time as the trimming of the lower shrouds. The 
objective is to bring the masthead, the spreaders and mast at 
deck Jevel all into a straight line, or (particularly when heeling 
gently) with the masthead slightly to windward. 

4 Fore and aft adjustment, which (apart from the location of the 
heel of the mast) is controlled by the backstay, forestay and inner 
forestay (or double lower shrouds) must be checked. The mast 
should bend slightly forwards at the spreaders. (See Fig.1) Check 

that the keelstepped masts do not form an S-curve in the lower 
part. Sight along the aft face of the mast from deck level. As the 
load on the forestay increases, the masthead tends to move 

forward, and this must be stopped. Even if the masthead is well 
towards the stem in its rest position, it may be necessary to 

counteract this tendency by the use of some form of backstay 
tensionner. 

5 Reef the mainsail and check the straightness of the mastin the 
athwartships direction. If the deviation from the straight line is 
significant, when sailing with reefing mainsail, the lower 
shrouds(intermediate if fitted) must be re-adjusted, with care, to 
bring the mast into an acceptable degree of straightness 
(deviation of 5mm = width of luffgroove) without interfering too 
much with the straightness when sailing with unreefed mainsail. 

6 When the mast trim is satisfactory, lock the rigging screws 

permanently. I i 

7 New rigging may require I I 
adjustment after a period of 
sailing. When the first season’s 
sailing is finished and the mast 
is still straight, mark the positions 
of the rigging screws to assist 
in tuning the mast for the next 
season. P.S. When sailing is 
finished for the day, the halyards 
should be secured at a distance 
away from the mast, to avoid 
noise and wear. The jib halyard 
can be made fast to the pulpit, 
the mainsail halyard to the 
toerail, the boom endor toa 

strop attached to the after CAPS 
lower shroud attachment plate. SLACK 

The above article was provided by KEMP MASTS 

LOWERS 
SLACK



  

  

OPPORTUNITY TO CHARTER 
IN SCOTLAND... 

    

  

  

VICTORIA SEA SCHOOL 
MOTOR AND SAIL 

ONLY THE PERFECT COMBINATION 
CAN OFFER THE PERFECT SOLUTION 

CHOICE OF CENTRES 
TUITION - practical and theory courses from 
complete beginner to Yachtmaster Ocean. 

VOYAGING TUITION - 
sail one way from one Sea School base to another - 

Victoria 34 ‘GEMINI is available to charter bareboat for a 
maximum of 4 weeks during 1992, Firth of Clyde, 

or the West Coast of Scotland.             
Charterers must be an existing yacht owner 

or qualified yachtmaster. 
   

    

    

  

   

  

   
The price is £600.00 per week. Telephone MARTIN YUILL 
on (0555) 65238 (daytime) or (0555) 61695 (evenings). 

      

          

      

5 Q enjoy a serious passage combined with tuition. 

NY Leeda Ss IU CANE CHARTER - all craft are available for charter. 

it OWN BOAT TUITION - learn on your own craft. 

I have received several magazine contributions recentley ONE NUMBER SOLENT - R ’ Wa) VIDED '@ '§ SOLENT - RY A 

sufficent for the next edition and beyond. Keep up the good PVG OO NU tehs ie 9 889089 WALES & IRELAND 
work. I would appreciate particularly, contributions from our 

overseas members. 

  

  

  

Reef used 
to be a 

four letter 
word. 

. until Kemp came up with the 
alternative. 
Now sailing can be safe and easy 
under all conditions — at night. in 
rough weather, running downwind, 
with Kemp Reefin’ Plus fitted to your 
existing mast. 

First came headsail reefing for 
cockpit control of the foresail; now 
we have done the same thing for the 
mainsail. Just pull the reefing line 
and slacken the outhaul, and the sail 
rolls up inside the tube ~ away from 
sun and weather. The whole opera- 
tion only takes a minute and you 
can do it running down wind, 
something which is impossible with 
slab reefing or boom roller reefing. 
The Kemp Reefin’ Plus system is 
designed to fit all makes of mast, but 
it is particularly suited to be retro fit- 
ted on original Kemp masts. For full 
technical details and fitting prices 
contact your nearest qualified in- 
staller, and solve your language 
problem. KEMP MASTS LIMITED, TITCHFIELD, SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND     
  

The Harbour Marine Company 
Stone Pier, Shore Road, 

Warsash, Southampton $O3 9FR 

international Yacht Brokers and Agents, Marine Consultants 

Specialists in Victoria yachts, lists of buyers awaiting good examples. Advice 
on insurance-finance-surveys-valuation-delivery (road/sea) & even moorings. 

   
    Buying OR Selling (Nosale, No fee)'Call us for details 

map? Fax: 048-9575-965 24 hr ansaphone 0489 83504) 

TEL: 0489 885430 m
e
e
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PETER EYRE 
SAILS AND COVERS 
  

    152 KNIGHTON ROAD, WOOLSTON, SOUTHAMPTON SO2 7FN. 
TELEPHONE SOUTHAMPTON (0703) 433354 
  

For:- SPRAYHOODS, SAILCOATS 
DODGERS, AWNINGS and 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SAILS 

      
  

Quality without compromise 
  

  

  

  

    
FREE ADVICE ON... 

SAIL SET, RIG TUNING 
AND REPAIRS. 

FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY CUSTOM 
DESIGNED SAILS TAILORED TO 

YOUR PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Contact 

BEN GREEN AT 
SHORE SAILMAKERS 

STONE PIER YARD, SHORE ROAD, WARSASH. 

Tel 0489 589450 Fax 0489 885917     

“MOORINGS" EAST COWES ROAD, EAST COWES, 

ISLE OF WIGHT, PO32 6NH. Telephone (0983) 883443. 

ARCHITECTURAL INDUSTRIAL & MARINE SERVICES 

SPECIALISE in the CONSTRUCTION of SCALE MODELS 
ranging from APARTMENT BLOCKS, 

SHOPPING CENTRES & MARINAS, to PERIOD SHIPS, 

YACHTS & PLEASURE CRAFT. 

A.LM. SERVICES offers owners of the FRANCES 26 and 
VICTORIA YACHTS range the opportunity to order a unique 

personalised half-block model of their own yacht. Each model will 

be handcrafted to bulwark top at a scale of half inch to the foot, with 
a choice of finishes in polished hardwood or individual yacht's 

colours. The model will be mounted on a polished mahogany board 

and complimented by a brass plate with the inscripition of the 
vessel's name and building year. 

  

  (photo of one of the range of Fisher models) 

Order specification: 26’ £187.00, 30° £193.00, 34° £204.00 
Price includes p&p to UK and N Ireland. 

Overseas customers add £35.00 Europre, £45.00 USA, Far East & 

Australasia. Terms are payment in full with written order stating 
size and finish required. Allow a minimum of 28 days for delivery. 

For further information on this or our other products contact 

TONY.SAUNDERS at AIM SERVICES (0983) 883443 
  

  

 


